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This paper deals with the evolution since the early eighties of the microelectronics applied to integrated circuits
and to large area electronics. The evolution in France was linked to a very strong effort of the French
government (Microelectronics national plan) to improve the Higher Education in this field and to form with the
knowledge and the know-how the future engineers, masters and doctors to the research and development and
to the production. A way to help the growth of microelectronics companies mainly in France, but also for the
world in the frame of multinational companies. More recently, a new national plan was engaged in the frame of
the French Large Investment Commissariat with the goal to improve the large area technology and the
integrated technologies and to be adapted to the digital society coming. Connecting objects and Internet of
Things are mainly mixing the different components of the electronics and microelectronics domains [1].
After a synthetic presentation of the evolution of the two main technologies developed in research and
development centers and in academic laboratories, the paper highlights the strategy developed by the French
community based on the innovation [2]. The interesting point is that, if at the beginning the two domains appear
independent, the evolution of the process and the fabulous evolution of the CAD tools is making closer and
closer the design and fabrication approaches by combining the two technologies. For example the FDSOI (Fully
Depleted Silicon on Insulator) concept was in practice existing since many years in thin film transistor
technology deposited at a relatively low temperature (<600°C) [3]. The arrival on the market of the first systemson-chip (SOC) and systems-in-package (SIP) with a wide spectrum of applications [4] confirms this
interpenetration which has also a multidisciplinary aspect [5]. The new technologic process developed by
French LETI laboratory, entitled CoolcubTM, combines the classical VLSI technology with thin film technology in
a three dimensional stacking at a relatively low temperature [6].
This evolution induces a huge change in the pedagogical approach in order to maintain a good background,
skills and know-how for the research, development and fabrication activities [7-8]. The end of the paper will be
devoted to the presentation of several examples of innovative projects, proposed to the students that must have
this double competence of the thin film electronics and of the ultra-large scale-integration microelectronics
moving to nanoelectronics. A way to prepare the evolution of this field that is the heart of most objects of the
near future.
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